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PRODUCT  BRIEF

Enterprises are adopting and maturing their continuous delivery 
best practices as part of their multi-cloud and microservices 
journey. Spinnaker is rapidly becoming the CD platform of choice; 
however, its rich functionality and frequent updates can make 
enterprise configuration, application onboarding, and security a 
challenge. OpsMx is the community’s only partner dedicated to 
providing validated Open Source releases, 24/7 support, and 
professional services for Open Source Spinnaker. OpsMx also 
provides an Enterprise Spinnaker distribution and a Red 
Hat-Certified Operator. OpsMx works with several Fortune 50 
OpenShift enterprises to realize the full value of Spinnaker and 
avoid expensive mistakes in their CD journey.

Spinnaker is a battle-tested open source continuous delivery 
platform created by Netflix. Open Enterprise Spinnaker (OES), 
provides end-to-end automated multi-cloud deployments and 
rollbacks for modern enterprises. OES enhances Spinnaker with 
enterprises extensions enabling easier app onboarding, intelli-
gent verification, audit trailing, compliance checks, security, and 
dashboards.

Open Enterprise Spinnaker is a multi-cloud 
continuous delivery platform for releasing 
software releases with high velocity and confi-
dence.

As enterprises embrace digital transformation, 
rapidly delivering innovation through software 
has become critical. As such, manual processes 
and archaic tools have become a hindrance to 
delivering software swiftly, reliably, and with the 
security required to meet enterprise business 
needs.
OpsMx has partnered with Red Hat to enable 
rapid delivery of applications with confidence to 
Red Hat OpenShift and hybrid clouds. OpsMx 
provides Open Enterprise Spinnaker, a highly 
scalable and battle-tested continuous delivery 
platform featuring intelligent verification, securi-
ty, and compliance enforcement.

Delivering software securely and rapidly with 
confidence are paramount requirements for 
enterprises adopting containers and the Red Hat 
OpenShift platform. OpsMx Open Enterprise 
Spinnaker is a highly reliable and battle-tested 
continuous delivery platform. With its intelligent 
verification, complete audit and compliance 
checks, and end-to-end automation capabilities, 
it is an ideal platform for Red Hat OpenShift 
users.

"Developers and architects looking to build new 
applications in, and for the cloud, or migrate 
existing applications to a cloud-based infrastruc-
ture, partner with Red Hat to develop and deliver 
more supportable solutions sooner," said Mike 
Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Part-
ners, Red Hat. “Red Hat certification assures a 
supportable platform for all types of customer 
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work 
with software partners like OpsMx., resulting
in the world’s largest open, and commercially 
supportable application ecosystem.
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OpsMx Open Enterprise Spinnaker Operator 
is a Red Hat certified application and is available for 
customer download from the Red Hat certified container registry
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OpsMx is a leading provider of Continuous Delivery platform technology for modern 
container and public cloud-based environments.

• Deliver Software Faster:  Increase the speed of software delivery by automating
end-to-end release processes and eliminating custom scripts and manual steps.

• Deploy Applications with Confidence: Increase confidence in complex multi-cloud 
application releases through automated and reliable deployments and verifications.

• Reduce Risk: Automate enterprise compliance checks and audit trailing of entire 
software delivery pipelines and reduce the risk of using open source software with 
enterprise 24x7 support from OpsMx.

• Reduce Failures and Costly Rollbacks: Measure the readiness of application 
releases through intelligent automated release analysis and rollback thereby 
preventing production failures and costly rollbacks.

• Simplified CI/CD: Achieve full automation of CI/CD processes for faster and consistent release delivery 
with integration to existing CI/CD tools and script-less safe deployment automation

• Multi-Cloud Continuous Delivery: Spinnaker allows for unified deployment of applications seamlessly to 
Red Hat OpenShift and public cloud targets

• Automated Release Verification: Avoid time-consuming and error prone manual verification of new 
releases with ML-based automated release verification of application logs and metrics

• Visibility for Dev/Ops:  Get full visibility and application management for development and operations 
teams for faster feedback and collaboration.
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